Illness perception of migraineurs from the general population.
This study aims to describe the cognitive representations of migraine through the migraineurs' discourse. A sample of subjects taken at random from a representative sample of the French general population is interviewed about their representations of migraine. A content analysis is performed using the ALCESTE software. The population is composed of 51 subjects. The analysis shows that throughout the corpus, the word 'migraine' does not appear spontaneously. It seems that migraine as a chronic disease that may require long-term treatment is not well understood; people have rather a 'successive crises' representation of illness. In reaction to the crises, it is surprising not to find any clue evoking the field of catastrophsising. However, the cognitive coping strategy of resignation is to be found. The favourite interlocutor to start therapeutic education of the patient is the doctor since subjects say that they do not expect anything of the kind from the media. The results allow us to understand better why migraineurs do not consult for their illness and do not follow recommendations concerning treatments utilisation. The results allow to propose interventions that include patient education taking into account patients' cognitive representations of their illness.